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Urban landscapes replace natural surface cover with manufactured impermeable 
surfaces that does not allow water to seep into underlying soil and removes 
rainwater quickly. They are also places of intense energy use and waster emissions 
that results in poor air quality.  



Green areas within cities can be treated as ‘infrastructure’, providing natural services 
including water, wind, temperature, air quality and noise control as well as providing 
diverse habitats for fauna.



The magnitude and extent of the services depends on the design 
of the greening. 

Green walls

Green paving

Green roof
Green channels



Trees are an especially important component of the urban green infrastructure as they 
can be co-located with roads and sources of traffic emissions. However, urban trees 
need to be resilient.



Water management

Trees can also be used to manage water quantity and quality. Again, the value of trees 
depends on the design of the cover in relation to the flooding impact. Here the tree 
cover bears little correspondence to the flood potential from rainfall events. 



City Mean % tree 

cover 

Dublin 4.50

Belfast 3.54

Cork 9.12

Derry 16.2

Galway 6.64

Limerick 10.6

Cardiff 15.6

Amsterdam 7.74

Berlin 6.84

Brussels 6.31

Copenhagen 11.4

Helsinki 15.2

Lisbon 12.7

Madrid 6.6

Oslo 9.27

City centre results

Direct comparison can be 
made by comparing like areas 
across cities. Here, tree cover 
based on a sample taken 
within a 1km radius of the city 
centre.The city centres in Ireland have relatively low tree 

canopy cover using the same method to compare city 
centres.



The Draft Dublin City 

Development Plan

2016-2022

It is important to pursue a green infrastructure approach to ensure a sustainable city. Dublin city will 

seek more sustainable forms of development and encourage approaches which effectively work with 

nature. A coherent plan for the future recreation and open space needs of citizens that at the same 

time ensures the adequate protection of natural assets including open spaces, landscapes and 

biodiverse areas is essential in creating a clean, green, well connected city.

On Trees

• To support the implementation of the Dublin City Tree Strategy, which provides the vision for the

long-term planting, protection and maintenance of trees, hedgerows and woodlands within

Dublin City.

• To adopt a pro-active and systematic good practice approach to tree management with the aim

of promoting good tree health, condition, diversity, public amenity and a balanced age-profile.

• To encourage and promote tree planting in the planning and development of urban spaces,

streets, roads and infrastructure projects.

Chap 10.



This part focussed on mapping the tree canopy cover of Dublin, which had not been 
done previously. This accomplished using two main datasets, both captured in July 
2018 by BlueSky company:

1. A very detailed aerial image and,
2. A digital elevation model (DEM) showing the heights of objects. 

Mapping: infrastructure



Where Total

Estimated tree height (percent)

Overall<5 m 5-15 m 15-25 m >25m

road 58725 24.28 70.25 5.45 0.01 24.28

park 69092 18.20 55.36 24.17 2.27 18.20

garden 99403 49.78 47.84 2.36 0.02 49.78

other 76834 27.52 62.11 10.22 0.15 27.52

all 304054 32.05 57.48 9.90 0.56 32.05



Where Total

Estimated tree height (percent)

Overall<5 m 5-15 m 15-25 m >25m

road 58725 24.28 70.25 5.45 0.01 24.28

park 69092 18.20 55.36 24.17 2.27 18.20

garden 99403 49.78 47.84 2.36 0.02 49.78

other 76834 27.52 62.11 10.22 0.15 27.52

all 304054 32.05 57.48 9.90 0.56 32.05

We located over 300,000 trees across the DCC area of which one-third are small (<5 
m) and nearly 60% are medium sized (5-15 m high). We estimated the locations of 
trees by comparing the location of the tree dots with road networks, parks and 
properties. Trees close to roads and parks accounted for 24% and 18% of trees, 
respectively but nearly half are located in private gardens based on this analysis.
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Area

Trees
Points

Traffic
Lines

Each of the different 
types of data are gridded 
to the same extent to 
allow comparison. Each 
cell is 200 m on a side.

The distribution of 
population measures 
exposure, traffic 
represent stress and 
trees represent natural 
resources.

Trees, people and urban stresses
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This is the distribution of trees for all of the cells across Dublin with a 
population over 100. Most areas have 75-150 trees per cell.





Mapping: Ecological services

Estimating the ecological services provided by trees requires information on species, 
size and health. We are compiling this information from work already done by UCD 
and by DCC but much of information is being gathered by Dubliners using curio. 
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